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LET’S PLAY SUPER TERM PAPER RPG:

INTERACTIVITY BY PROXY IN A WEB 2.0 CULTURE

Introduction: Of Performance and Spectatorship

In “Watching the Game: Videogames as a Function of Performance and Spectatorship,” I 

identified two major taxonomic categories of what I called non-playing videogame audiences, 

whose in-person presence inarguably shapes play and yet is conventionally left unaccounted for. 

These two categories I deemed the spectator, who watches competitive play or other tests of skill 

and behaves similarly to sport spectators, and the passenger, often a sibling or friend whose 

“shotgun” perspective in the home media setting allows her to take in a different perspective as 

well as provide unique feedback to the single-player enactor of a game’s narrative or process.1

In cases of both spectators and passengers, I refer to Sports Fans: The Psychology and 

Social Impact of Spectators (Wann et al, 2001), where we find the top five reasons for 

spectatorship of sporting events identified as entertainment value, stress relief, group affiliation, 

self-esteem benefits, and aesthetic.2 We can trace each of these reasons as existing within 

videogame watching as well, to varying degrees of importance depending on the setting and the 

observer’s relationship to the player. Particularly with respect to spectators, whose observation 

often takes place in a public setting, watching the gameplay of others doesn’t simply excite 

others to competition or investment, it allows them to share in the actual ritual of spectatorship as 

a performance of identity. We will see that this performance factors quite strongly into rationales 

of viewership in the case of video walkthroughs. “I think some people see video games as just 

another form of media, like books or movies. Asking them, ‘Would you like to watch someone 

play a video game?’ is like asking them ‘Would you like to watch someone watch a movie?’” 

says Maxwell Adams, leading Let’s Player for the LP collective Freelance Astronauts.3 Without 
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prompting, he too invokes the sports metaphor, likening game players to athletes, adding, “If you 

like playing the game, then you probably enjoy watching it. […] People love this stuff.”4

On the side of the player, there remains some ground to be covered in analyzing why 

players play for others and in what situations. However, performance is again seen to be quite 

key, as is the social aspect. “I've always liked videogames and I like showing my favorites to 

others,” says Voidburger, 23, one of the few rare female Let’s Players; “I've played games for 

friends of mine before I knew what LP was and they were bored. And they didn't wanna play 

either, because they weren't into videogames. It's nice to play a game for an audience who 

actually wants to see that.”5 While many LPers deny doing the walkthroughs for status or praise, 

the walkthroughs themselves are “something to be taken with a little bit of pride,” says Let’s 

Play Archive administrator Baldur Karlsson.6 All Let’s Players interviewed placed an emphasis 

on style, technical standards and accuracy, indicating that presentation is central to the 

performing player’s ethos. This emphasis was second only to the frequency with which they 

mentioned showing and sharing their love of videogames to others—indeed, the motivation that 

is at the heart of Let’s Play.

Let’s Play: A Genesis (But Not a SEGA One)

Videogame walkthroughs have long enjoyed popularity online, largely as textual how-to 

documents on websites such as GameFAQs.com (founded in 1995 by Jeff Veasey and currently 

owned by CBS). It is not until the rise of media sharing sites such as Youtube and Photobucket 

in the mid 2000s that we begin to see multimedia walkthroughs, first in the form of screenshots 

and, soon after, compressed video clips as well.

Let’s Plays, as the name implies, emphasizes the sort of collectivity and media share 

culture popularized by these sites. The term and its practice first appear in the gaming section of 
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the SomethingAwful.com forums (the Awful Forums/SA Forums) in 2005, when various forum 

members began posting long threads sharing their complete playthroughs of favorite childhood 

games,7 usually as descriptive text interspersed with screenshots. Beginning with renowned LPer 

and current Awful Forums moderator slowbeef and his video walkthrough of The Immortal 

(Electronic Arts, 1990), multimedia walkthroughs which combine video, screenshots, character 

art, extracted audio and hyperlinks become increasingly common, with Let’s Plays like Luisfe’s 

walkthrough of Digital Devil Saga (Atlus, 2004), which we will look at in detail later in this 

paper, becoming the norm.

According to Archive administrator Baldur Karlsson, the Let’s Play Archive 

(lparchive.org) was founded in 2007 by Awful Forums user From Earth, since retired, when 

concerns were raised that memorable walkthrough threads were being lost in the inactive 

backlogs of Something Awful’s fast-paced message boards. In 2008, Karlsson stepped up into 

the administration role and in the same year was approached by an editor for the Internet Archive 

(archive.org), Andrew Armstrong, who offered to host the community’s video walkthroughs on 

archive.org’s servers.8 This provided Let’s Play videos a safe haven from takedown notices by 

publishers and risk-averse video sharing sites like Vimeo and Youtube, who were starting. As of 

March 2011, 138 of the Let’s Play Archives 433 video walkthroughs, including much of the 

more popular titles, are hosted on archive.org.9

At present, the Let’s Play Archive hosts over 670 videogame walkthroughs for roughly as 

many titles, many of them obscure, cult and fan favorites. These walkthroughs, still primarily 

drawn from the Awful Forums (which requires paid memberships to post and should not be 

taken necessarily as open to participation as, for instance, Youtube), typically attend to fairly 
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stringent technical standards but can vary wildly in terms of format and content, depending on 

the LPer and the intended audience.

The support of the Internet Archive in protecting these documents of gameplay makes its 

own statement on the perceived value of these videos, which are all too easily interpreted as 

simple infringement, demystifying or devaluing game properties. On the contrary, as we will see 

by next looking at the documentation style of several LPs, these walkthroughs represent unique, 

creative reconfiguration of game texts.

Walking Through Walkthroughs: Digital Devil Saga and Max Payne

To gain deeper insight into how a Let’s Play functions and is received by audiences, let 

us turn our attention to two specific Let’s Plays present on the Archive’s homepage: Luisfe’s 

screenshot and video walkthrough of Atlus’s 2004 Shin Megami Tensei: Digital Devil Saga and 

archive administrator Karlsson’s own video walkthrough of Remedy Entertainment’s 2001 third-

person shooter Max Payne. Although quite distinct from one another in terms of format and 

visuality, both attest to the Let’s Play community’s commitment to particular definitions of 

quality which have helped make their walkthroughs enduring documents.

Traveling to Nirvana with Hypertext: “Cannibal Hinduism in Digital Devil Saga”

A relatively obscure but cult favorite for the Playstation2, Digital Devil Saga and its 2005 

sequel are offshoot games of Atlus’s long-running Shin Megami Tensei role-playing game 

franchise. The games tell a Matrix-esque story of a group of combat AI attempting to defeat their 

rival tribes and thus ascend to Nirvana, yet instead of ascension they find themselves transported 

into the “real world,” which may itself be a second stage of simulation. Characters and locations 

often allude to elements within Hinduism, as does its theme of ascension or descent through 

samsara. Picking up on this, Let’s Player Luisfe organizes his walkthrough thread around a 
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Hinduist model of spiritual enlightenment, tracking the plot’s movement across chakra and 

providing outside links to the mythological concepts the game references.

A sampling of one of the chapters in “Cannibal Hinduism in Digital Devil Saga” 

illustrates Luisfe’s format. In Part 6, “The Karma Temple”, Luisfe shows to his readers 

protagonist Serph’s first visit to Sahasrara, the information nexus at the center of the Junkyard. 

Opening with screen captures providing an expository shot of the temple, Luisfe then includes a 

link to Sahasrara’s Wikipedia entry, describing it as the seventh chakra in Hinduism.10 Further 

screen captures provide us with stills from a long cutscene in which we meet the leaders of the 

rival tribes, as well as their particular tattoos which signify their demonic alter-egos. Luisfe 

subtitles these stills with interpretations of the tattoos to explain their significance according to 

the game. Cryptic to a fault, Digital Devil Saga benefits from this sort of minimalist 

commentary, which helps elucidate key concepts but remains for the most part hands-off, 

allowing the game text to speak for itself. Supplemental video of gameplay and cutscene 

sequences are linked without audio or textual commentary. Later in the chapter, we come to one 

of the rare moments where the player is asked to make a verbal response: a choice between 

asking “What is the girl’s name?” and “Who is the girl?”, both referring to Serah, the young girl 

who will serve as a catalyst for the plot. “This is important,” Luisfe notes in his textual 

commentary beneath the screenshot; “We already know the name, so it’s the other question that 

matters.”11 The second question is highlighted for us. We see no animation indicating the choice 

made, but the subsequent screenshots –in which “Angel,” the voice commanding the tribes to 

Nirvana, glitches and speaks in a distorted voice—shows us the implied result of Luisfe’s 

decision. In this authored instant, we become privy not just to a choice made by the LPer but his 

reasons for it, reminding readers that “that girl” has already been foregrounded for us in previous 
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chapters of the walkthrough. It is a subtle moment, but the way in which Luisfe builds up his 

procedure and uses commentary only as a supplement coalesces into what Karlsson describes as 

an “added value” Let’s Play, a walkthrough where the foundational text is presented objectively 

save for particular procedural enhancements meant to improve comprehension.

Coordinated Voyeurism: Editing a Better Max Payne

Compared with Luisfe’s encyclopedic Digital Devil Saga LP, Baldur Karlsson’s video 

walkthrough of Remedy Entertainment’s 2001 third-person shooter Max Payne exhibits a more 

deliberately authored gameplay experience through several key techniques. Each video chapter is 

overlaid with Karlsson’s audio commentary, beginning with a casual address to the unseen 

audience, as though opening a fireside chat: “Hey guys, welcome back to Max Payne.”12 The 

video is a fairly linear documentation of Karlsson’s playthrough supplemented with gameplay 

tips, noting enemy AI behaviors and the locations of items as well as occasional summary of the 

plot. The assertiveness of Karlsson’s voice in directing the viewer’s attention is already a 

departure from Luisfe’s approach; Karlsson then takes his video one step further by editing his 

footage creatively, as he describes in interview:

I used the developer tools that were still accessible in the game to splice in different 

camera angles that were as cinematic as I could manage. By cutting out the [HUD], 

carefully placing the camera and loading/reloading I was able to produce something I feel 

was more interesting than pure game recording. […] For this game specifically it also 

allowed me also to cut to an appropriate camera to overhear henchmen conversations, 

which otherwise would have to be witnessed awkwardly crouched behind a crate.13

In this instance we’re able to see how a Let’s Player is able to use developer tools and other 

available editing techniques to enhance the unique visuality of the game. Though Karlsson’s 
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methods break with objective documentation of his own gameplay, he does so in order to 

enhance the “cinematic” feel of the game’s scripted events. These are dramatic moments which 

can only exist with the creative application of tools by motivated fans seeking to draw out the 

essence of their play.

Toward a General Taxonomy of Let’s Play

We have seen by looking at the above two walkthroughs that though format and 

intentions may differ, Let’s Plays exhibit an attention to thoroughness and communicating to an 

audience those aspects of gameplay the LPer deems most valuable. With this in mind, we can 

identify several key characteristics of the Let’s Player and begin to develop an operational 

taxonomy.

The Chronicler

(Subtypes: the completist, the storyteller, the interpreter.)

Possibly the earliest form of Let’s Play was the chronicle, game documentation threads 

on the Awful Forums which were dedicated to providing a single, comprehensive historiography 

of a videogame deemed valuable and memorable. As Let’s Plays evolved to include more 

multimedia content such as embedded or hyperlinked video, these walkthroughs began to focus 

on representing all that there is to see and experience. Luisfe’s Digital Devil Saga walkthrough, 

committed to telling the game’s narrative and supplementing the meaning of its highly referential 

text, can be seen as a chronicle Let’s Play.

The Showman

(Subtypes: the showman, the tutor, the achievement hunter.)

Contrasted with the chronicler, who may or may not be showing off expertise at the same 

time, the expert or showman Let’s Player is seeking to create a document of authority. Skill tips, 
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like those we hear in Baldur Karlsson’s Max Payne LP, are clearly of this particular sentiment. 

The expert/showman wants to share not simply a comprehensive play but an idealized version. 

The presence of the Let’s Player’s personality is also more commonly found in these documents, 

as in the next type.

The Comedian

(Subtypes: the satirist, the slapstick comedian, the MSTer, the machinimator.)

Humor is found frequently in LPs across all categories, but there are also explicitly 

satirical, sarcastic and oppositional walkthroughs which seek audience attention specifically for 

their humor. The style of these can vary wildly, from single-player voiceovers reacting to some 

dated title or recordings of multiplayer plays among friends, such as the often schadenfreude-

laden recordings of New Super Mario Bros Wii (Nintendo, 2009) on four-player mode.14 As 

Karlsson notes, “The game was a medium to join in on a shared experience almost. It wasn't 

about how funny and cool the guys were, but how funny and entertaining the situation and antics 

were.”15

Also of note is that this is the form of Let’s Play that has found the greatest success in 

short form. While most walkthroughs are presented as comprehensive documents, humorous 

Let’s Plays are also enjoyed by viewers in the form of short excerpts and clips. It is also here that 

we see the greatest potential crossover with machinima, with works like Freeman’s Mind16 

blurring the boundary between what is annotated play and what is pure creative performance.

Counter-Histories

(Subtypes: the updater, the revisionist, the autobiographer.)

As a practice of record-making, Let’s Play contains some inherent limitations. Chief 

among them are the ways in which particular records of games have the potential to reinforce, 
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even make hegemonic, certain interpretations or paths in games. Thus, counter-historiographers 

take it upon themselves to offer alternative documents which allow for the revisiting of gaming 

artifacts, opening up new interpretations, and adjusting the objective record.

One way of examining this practice is to look at instances where two or more Let’s Plays 

exist for a particular title. For instance, the main Let’s Play Archive hosts two separate 

walkthroughs of LucasArts’s 1998 Grim Fandango, a 3D point-and-click adventure game 

notable for lead writer Tim Schafer’s unique writing style. The first record is a screenshot and 

textual walkthrough by Luisfe, whose procedural style seen in his Digital Devil Saga LP returns 

here in the form of minor notes translating Manny’s Spanish, but otherwise few interventions.17 

When asked in the beginning of his walkthrough why he was covering the same title, second 

LPer Vexation answers, “The original thread was mainly in screen shot format which didn't 

included alot [sic] of the excellent voice work and music that the game features.”18 Vexation also 

cites a personal vested interest in having a video record on hand, fearing that it would be a 

“hassle” to have the game play properly on future hardware. Here we see the Let’s Player 

strongly interested in providing his own chronicle for the dual reasons that he feels it is 

underserved by the existing record and also potentially underserved by technological 

advancement. Vexation’s unstated assumption, that his uploaded encoded video will weather 

these same technological changes much better than the game itself, is also worth noting.

Counter-histories are also means by which players can test the limits of their influence on 

a game engine to record their own preferences or personal stamp upon the game. A good 

example of this would be the proliferation of video walkthroughs on Youtube which feature the 

customizable protagonists of Bioware RPGs Dragon Age (2009-2011) and Mass Effect (2007-

2010). Although both franchises have male and female default avatars, the aesthetic choice of a 
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player to adjust their protagonist’s appearance can in turn become a reflection on the player in a 

subtle but defining way. It may be especially valuable to further explore how minority 

representation is emboldened by these personal histories, such as women gamers claiming a 

sense of empowerment from playing (and documenting themselves playing) the female 

Commander Shepard never present in Mass Effect’s official promotional materials. Identity 

performance is thus far more central to the counter-historiographer Let’s Player than the other 

types and may demand the most rigorous investigation in the future. Furthermore, this is a topic 

of particular relevance already among certain developers, such as David Gaider, lead writer of 

the Dragon Age series: “We have a lot of fans, many of whom are neither straight nor male, and 

they deserve no less attention. […] [They] have just as much right to play the kind of game they 

wish as anyone else.”19

Conclusion

The what and why of the Let’s Play phenomenon can be located at the heart of Henry 

Jenkins’s 2006 Convergence Culture, which sees the web not simply pulling together media but 

redefining how that media is engaged. It “alters the relationship between existing technologies, 

industries, markets, genres, and audiences. Convergence alters the logic by which media 

industries operate and by which media consumers process news and entertainment.”20 Let’s Plays 

do not merely create documents of games but develop shareable assets infused with the Let’s 

Player’s interests and personalities. The amateur digital tools now at the disposal of the vast 

majority of web users has led to walkthrough content that is raw or refined, esoteric or 

encyclopedic, gamic as well as non-gamic. While nothing can fully predict how this practice will 

expand, the crowdsourcing of knowledge found in other fan activities in Convergence Culture 
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would seem to predicate an increased acceptance of games wholly or partially experienced 

second-hand through documentation.

Let’s Play as a form of game watching may appeal to spectators and passengers alike, 

depending on the format and content of the walkthrough. That these walkthroughs have managed 

to develop in such a diverse fashion over the last few years speaks positively of the way they 

might still expand and take on additional influences. As noted earlier, the main Let’s Play 

Archive attends to particular technical and content standards which may potentially prove the 

biggest obstacle to its widespread expansion. Nevertheless, imitators are free to set up their own 

video walkthrough sites, Youtube channels and personal blogs, handpicking the Let’s Play 

standards they happen to prefer.

When asked why the Archive’s former tagline (“We’ll play it so you don’t have to!”) is 

no longer present on the Archive’s website, Karlsson answered, “The motto wasn't actually 

removed consciously really […] But I think also that Let's Plays have moved on from 

exclusively showing off a game just for people who haven't played it. There's a lot more to LPs 

now, both in terms of value-adding to a basic playthrough, and in doing something different.”21 

The name Let’s Play itself, a fun invitation to collective media engagement, today does not 

represent the obviation of play but a welcome message to those already with an interest in 

gaming who wish to self-educate and explore, making the practice one in which group 

membership is enhanced and validated.

As game platforms diversify and even core titles adopt social characteristics, we will see 

how the multimedia game walkthrough continues to adapt. Baldur Karlsson, by day a 

programmer for Crytek UK, waves off attempts to make projections on where games or social 

media will go. “I come from a computing background and I know how often they end up being 
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wrong!” he says, noting that while Let’s Plays will certainly change depending on how games 

themselves change, it’s hard to make specific predictions.22 Nevertheless, he seems optimistic 

about Let’s Play’s future, noting he currently receives more volunteer offers than the Archive’s 

18,000 hits-per-day need.23

Although relatively specialized within the larger context of media sharing among online 

gaming communities, Let’s Play is but one example in which the practice of game watching and 

Web 2.0 websites have interacted to create something far more prevalent and widely recognized 

than in the past. In the conclusion of our interview, Karlsson turned the investigative lens onto 

me, asking, “How do you think developers currently would feel about LPs were they aware of 

them? Do you think that LPs could ever be utilized by developers as a tool - either for 

advertising, or community building, or any other purpose?”24

It serves as both a general question and an overt concern. Should we take a prohibitive 

stance to a practice which reinvigorates interest in littler-known, often out-of-print titles and puts 

a creative spin on more popular ones? Do Let’s Plays simply demystify and devalue games as 

products? Are they tantamount to piracy? Or are they potentially some of the best advertising a 

publisher could ask for? 
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